ARROW
Price list with effect from 18th November 2016.

Arrow, 1800mm high x 475mm wide in Sunstone (Special finish)

The ultimate weapon against the cold. Sleek and timeless, Arrow is precisely on point when it comes to
highly efficient electric heating. Targeted heat hits the spot because of its smart controller which includes 7
day programmable timer and temperature controls, for heating only when and where you want it.
Ex-display and available for inspection, sale and collection from our warehouse in Bingley, West
Yorkshire. Sold as seen.
ARROW - electric
Model
SAXE-900-750/V

Height

Width

Electric rating

RRP

Sale price

(mm)
900

(mm)
395

Watts
750

£
970

350

£



Made of steel.



Distance from wall to front face: 116mm or 122mm



Wall mounted with brackets, supplied within the packaging.



Supplied with it’s own multifunction wireless controller with temperature settings and 7 day programmable timer.



Electric element is housed in a metal case; the radiator must be hung with the housing on the right hand side or at the bottom.



Sold with a one-year manufacturer’s guarantee (covering manufacturing faults not apparent on a pre-sale examination). In the
unlikely event that a manufacturing fault develops within a year of purchase, we will refund the amount paid upon safe return of
the item to our Bingley warehouse. A replacement will only be offered if we happen to have a like for like model in clearance
stock. Please note that our total liability is limited to the total price paid for the goods.



All sales are subject to these terms and conditions and, where no conflict, our standard terms and conditions, a copy of which can
be downloaded from our website.

The above prices are exclusive of VAT.
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